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What this migration kit contains (and how does it help?)

Planning template

Migration checklist

ZERO downtime 
case study

In large mail migration projects with 
>10000 employees, use this template 
for a pilot project and for drawing up 
the program plan for the full migration

Use this to checklist to 
engage key stakeholders and baseline
the scope of migration

The case study features how a "staged 
migration" to
O365 avoided end user disruption.

A POC project plan 
template & A program plan 
template

A one page checklist on a 
variety of topics that impact
scope

This case study features 
critical success factors that 
helped migrate  over 
40,000 mailboxes from IBM 
Notes to Office 365

Migration assets When do you need this? What this contains
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Migration Program Plan 
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Pilot Project Plan 
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MIGRATION CHECKLIST

In preparing the plan for migration, as the IT owner, we  need to engage with business and get clarity on scope and what 
success looks like. Here is a checklist that can guide the discussion with business stakeholders. 

UC (UNIFIED COMMUNICATION) MIGRATION

Individual Mailbox

Archive migration
Do you need to retain past IMs, (to be considered if IMs are part
of critical documentation or have legal implications)

Migration governance: Responsibility of business and IT Teams

Migration Communication: Responsibility of business and IT Teams

What legal or federal compliance need to be planned for?

BU have their own document management systems and 
you may need to consolidate on to Sharepoint online, Quikr, 
FTP, Shared network drives, Documentum, Sharepoint on prem

Sametime to Skype for Business:

DOCUMENT MIGRATION

MIGRATION GOVERNANCE

LEGAL AND FEDERAL COMPLIANCE

Document management to Sharepoint document management:

Calendar entries

Contacts

Signature usually is not migrated

Mail rules at client side (end user custom rules)

Mail rules in server side (set up by admin)

Rooms and resources

Mailing database

Old email retension and access policy

Encrypted email migration

EMAIL MIGRATION 
(Notes and Domino to Outlook and Exchange online)





Zero Downtime Email Migration
from Lotus Notes to Office 365
A Case Study
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About the client:

Requirements:

Planning:
Maarga defined the overall migration
architecture. After consultation with the
client, the best practices for adoption of
Office 365 and co-existence were
proposed. A staged migration approach
was designed to accomplish migration in
phases for each business unit and
region. Governance policies were put in
place involving key stakeholders with
periodic reviews. Processes for account
creation, group creation (user
management) and mailing databases
were defined

Key Design Decisions taken at
the Planning stage:

Only emails of up to 90 days history
were to be migrated
Global Domino servers were to be
decommissioned in 3 years
Apps were to continue to be on Notes
and not in scope for migration
Apps did not use LEAP integration,
hence emails from Apps would
continue to work

Execution:
To minimise risks and identify critical
dimensions of the project, a pilot project
was selected which ran for a period of 3
months. The global IT team (700 people)
was the team chosen for the pilot and
had all the characteristics of target
group. The pilot was a simple change
and no data migration was needed.
The pilot co-existence threw up very
interesting insights that helped plan the
full migration. It also helped Maarga
manage business expectations better.
Specific coexistence tests were run
which included tests such as:

Old email replies
Update calendar entries
Free/busy validation and so on

End user feasibility tests on features
running on notes were also conducted
and benchmarked against how they
work in Outlook

Several tools to accelerate migration
were also evaluated, such as BinaryTree,
Quest and Microsoft. Finally, Microsoft,
which in the backend uses a limited
version of binary tree, was selected to
fastrack the process

The Solution

Scale of Challenge

100+ Countries

40,000 Users

7000 Notes Applications

12 months to migrate 

 Having signed a nondisclosure agreement, 
   Maarga does not share client details.

The client* is a leading global
engineering organisation headquartered
in Europe. With operations in 100+
countries, they have more than 40,000
employees worldwide.

As a strategic direction, the client wanted
to migrate email from Notes to Office
365 to bring in greater business agility.
The key goal was to migrate mail, UC and
document management to Office 365
(Exchange Online, Skype for Business,
Sharepoint online) with minimum
downtime and disruption

*
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The Results:
Post pilot, this is an ongoing seamless migration driven in stages. The hallmark of the project
was the zero downtime on end users and overall business appreciation.
Specific benefits called out were:

Greater business agility to
respond to growth

Better end user experience

Lower costs and moving Capex to
Opex spend

The engineering division
was moved over in 2 months
with zero downtime

6000 users were successfully 
migrated within 6 months
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Note of
Appreciation:

The Office 365 migration
team was nominated to
the CIO award for project
excellence.

Critical Success Factors

A clear definition
of the interim

architecture and
the end state
architecture.

Decision to use only
email and calendar

features initially
instead of opening up

all features of 365
allowed for

incremental adoption.

Establishing end user
champions in each

destination country.

Automation for
accelerated delivery.
Tools and IP helped

reduce manual
errors

End user policy
administration

was automated.
This ensured

a healthy Office 365
environment and
avoided misuse.

Write to us at:
Sales@maargasystems.com

Call us at:
+1.888.670 9696

Visit us at:
http://www.maargasystems.com R


